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ABSTRACT 

The concept of supportive R&D activities is derived from major R&D activities, which would help semiconductor 

manufacturers to launch the revision and development of process equipment and achieve the ultimate benefit for 

solving problems with process interface. This study provides a discussion on implementation and processes of 

supported R&D activities, followed by a case description and ways to accelerate or improve the semiconductor 

process. 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 
Change is too fierce in many industries, thus one firm is hard to stay on top of important R&D activity, technology, 

and market [1]. In semiconductor industry, firms not only have to invest lots of resources(capitals, human resource) 

in R&D activities to maintain their competitive position, but also develop vertical collaboration to response 

environment uncertainty [2] [3]. IC manufacturing has been playing a decisive role in the Taiwan semiconductor 

industry. To compete for purchase orders from top market players and to address the drastically competitive 

environment, semiconductor manufacturers are striving to seek technical breakthroughs for acquiring advanced, 

stable processes and building significant technical barriers. However, as technology, materials, and the sciences 

continue to develop, manufacturing equipment and facilities may not be able to accommodate new materials and the 

requirements of new manufacturing processes, potentially leading to increased waste of invested resources or a 

reduction in production efficiency [4]. For Taiwanese semiconductor manufacturers, however, new process 

development is relatively difficult. The major and critical part during the new process development would be 

process module setup. Principally, the three basic faculties are instrument (or metrology), raw material, and process 

equipment, depending on the support from suppliers abroad. In the design of R&D projects related to 

semiconductors, commonly encountered issues in the manufacturing of semiconductors, such as acid washing, 

temperature, and other procedural steps to machine damage, and the oxidation technology and conductivity required 

for materials, are all points that must be considered [5]. 

Few private sectors or government agencies are involved in related studies. Subject to such an adverse environment, 

it takes both time and resources for Taiwanese semiconductor manufacturers to achieve any process innovation, 

even negligible, not to mention insurmountable technical barriers set by competitors. 

For this reason, these manufacturers are encouraged to encroach out of conventional thought patterns, to avoid the 

staleness of obsolete R&D routines. With additional R&D activities, we may lower the threshold and eliminate the 

bottleneck to develop a new R&D approach. To build the technical threshold for competitors, these manufacturers, 

apart from engaging in semiconductor process development, should launch the revision and development of process 

equipment and achieve the ultimate benefit by solving problems with process interface. Regarding final output of the 

entire IC process development, not only will process-related output be possible, but also specific methodology or 

hardware/software, which is extremely process, equipment, instrument or process dependent on R&D results. The 

additional attached R&D activities this study addresses are called, “supportive R&D activities.” To implement 

“major R&D activities,” this paper seeks additional R&D activities to solve issues that may arise from these new 

developments. While sharing limited resources, the industry should be committed to protecting R&D results from 

infringement, or dedication to creating more benefits, the ultimate goal of supportive R&D activities.   

 

2.   CONCEPT OF 2-TIER R&D ACTIVITIES 

From initial market analysis to final mass-production, new semiconductor process development spans approximately 

two years. The main procedure, in a broad sense, can be distinguished in seven steps: market analysis, technology 

analysis, design rule assessment, device simulation, process module setup, process transfer analysis, and mass 

production, out of which process module setup or process technology are the core for semiconductor manufacturers. 
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From a detailed perspective, the implementation order can be subdivided into front ends and back ends or, further by 

the process type, subdivided into four engineering segments, including photo, thin film, etching, and diffusion. 

Three corresponding parts are present: raw material, instrument, or metrology and process equipment, which are 

recognized as the general semiconductor R&D activities, and considered the most critical procedure for the entire 

new semiconductor process development. 

In the overall execution process of the R&D project, control of each stage can be divided into the following three 

levels [6]:  

I. Top tier: monitor and adjust materials, manufacturing process, and equipment in each phase of the R&D 

project to achieve the aim of project optimization (cost, defect-free rate, technological obstacles). 

II. Middle tier: select tools required for the R&D project according to the assessment of the company or 

professional teams regarding the efficiency and availability/accessibility of various materials, manufacturing 

processes, and equipment, to optimize R&D activities. 

III. Bottom tier: emphasize run-to-run control. Use the feedback values from each run-to-run production to adjust 

or regulate the manufacturing process and parameter settings of the equipment, to increase the defect-free rate of 

products. 

In the semiconductor manufacturing process, each stage has controllable and uncontrollable variables, from the 

initial selection of materials to the myriad of mid-stage manufacturing procedures and measurements, to the final 

Wafer Acceptance Test (WAT). Using Statistical Process Control (SPC), a common procedure in semiconductor 

manufacturing, as an example: This method determines the reasons for abnormalities in the manufacturing process 

and restores the process to its original specifications; SPC is highly dependent on the experience of the engineer. The 

incorporation of supportive R&D activities, such as increasing company investment into human capital and the 

construction of a knowledge management system, reduces the degree of variation between each run-to-run 

production activity, and increases the defect-free rate or benefits of the main R&D activity [7]. The Figure 1 

illustrates the main flow of the R&D project and the role played by supportive R&D activities. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Main flow of the R&D project and the role played by supportive R&D activities. 
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process and equipment is ignored, leading to a deviated process development and a general lack of interface 

knowledge, resulting in time-consuming process development activities. The concept of “supportive R&D 

activities” is derived from “major R&D activities,” to improve the aforementioned circumstances, specifically, to 
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of R&D activities is a key method of accumulating technical capacity and building competitive advantages. Through 

gradual improvements and upgraded technical capacity, companies can reduce wasted time due to errors or required 

adjustments in product design, manufacturing design, and production processes [8] [9]. In other words, the 

supported R&D activities are developed to achieve successful major R&D activities, a “2-tier R&D activity” 

concept with a “dependent” implication. Supportive R&D activities fail when major R&D activities fail. Though 

supportive R&D activities succeed, the ultimate value would be lost due to the failure of major R&D activities. With 

major R&D activities, the ultimate result of supportive R&D activities can be a type of method, software, or 

hardware, to be included as a part of major R&D activities. 

Supportive R&D activities are attached to major R&D activities as a part of the process module setup [10] [11]. 

Semiconductor process equipment becomes the major corresponding part because independent suppliers principally 

conduct raw material development, each of whom has their own proprietary procedure. Their cooperation with 

semiconductor manufacturers lies in the non-disclosure agreement, executed between the parties in the initial stage 

of the process module setup, requiring that the specific procedure is only provided for use within the collaboration 

purposes to ensure its technology leading status. Thereafter, semiconductor manufacturers provide relevant 

procedural recommendations to the raw material suppliers as a basis for the improvement and development of 

suitable raw materials. Instrument (or metrology) is also critical for the entire semiconductor process development. 

Because most of the technologies in the field are unique and specific, global market players are the knowledge basis, 

and semiconductor manufacturers are purely users in this regard. 

Process equipment, which involves broad and complicated topics, is a field worthy of consideration. Generally, 

semiconductor manufacturers hope to develop machines according to the industry’s technological requirements to 

address their procedural needs. To prove the sufficient processing capability of the supplied machine, a basement 

technique accompanies the machine supply that verifies such capability and meets customer needs for a basic 

procedural technique, from which the most complicated process development starts. However, the differences 

between techniques for semiconductor process development are often divergent. Problems with different processes 

and equipment/interface therefore arise, potentially experiencing a number of challenges and bottlenecks during the 

process development. To create higher technical barriers against competitors, semiconductor manufacturers would 

adopt the method of adjustment and development of process techniques as a manner of reaching the objectives. 

Through their expertise on process and specific interface, leading manufacturers may identify the key knowledge to 

process-related software/hardware, integrate internal requirements with external technology, and develop a number 

of products/equipments that are partially correlated with the process. After integration with semiconductor process 

equipment, they can shorten the development schedule and expand the overall process technology in width and 

depth, which is difficult for competitors to simulate or copy. 

The units related to supportive R&D activities are the R&D department, process development division, and 

cooperation vendors. The project is subordinate to the “Equipment R&D Division.” Traditional semiconductor 

manufacturers do not establish an equipment development division under the R&D department because 

software/hardware requirements are deemed essential prerequisites for suppliers in semiconductor manufacturing 

and R&D. However, the industry cannot meet customer requirements in every sphere when facing increasingly 

sophisticated semiconductor manufacturing technology. To solve this issue, Taiwan’s largest semiconductor 

manufacturer founded an “Advanced Equipment R&D Division” under its process R&D organization, in charge of 

assisting in process development as well as establishing a cross-department knowledge base (including 

software/hardware equipment integration and R&D procedures) platform within the organization. A 

cross-organization cooperation model is effectively engaged in supportive R&D activities in a resource-based 

manner, developing sufficient new products/technology that support or ensure IC process R&D results. For 

numerous cross-department or cross-organization projects, the division serves as a coordinator responsible for 

communication, especially for interactions between the R&D department, facility department, semiconductor 

equipment suppliers, instrument vendors, or technology partners. 

 

3.   PROCESS OF SUPPORTIVE R&D ACTIVITIES 

Supportive R&D activities are mainly executed within the process module setup, as shown in the lowest tier in 

Figure 2 below, in which each block represents an independent process module setup. The supportive R&D activities 

referred to in the article are derived from semiconductor process R&D activities. Therefore, the major R&D 

activities refer to “semiconductor process development” or “process module setup.” For example, the shallow trench 

isolation (STI)-CMP process is known as the process module setup and “development of CeO2 slurry delivery 

system,” the supportive R&D activities. Through an alternate mode of thought, the R&D activities, which were 

unattainable, can be continued, and the entire process becomes more fluent, also building a barrier on semiconductor 

manufacturing technology in major R&D activities. 
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Fig. 2.  New process module development 

 

3.1. Project selection (Phase I) 

Phase I of supportive R&D activities mainly involves semiconductor process analysis. From a process development 

perspective, Phase I involves reviewing and analyzing potential problems and screening out the “not 

process-related” part, and featuring technological challenges. The next step requires preparing an assessment report 

on the compact severity of the process to ensure non-substitution of the problem in major R&D activities. This study 

reviews all equipment/hardware specifications, functions, and corresponding operations between equipment and 

process, jointly with the equipment development division, and compares the differences between the equipment and 

the procedures required for equipment functionality. This paper then completes the “project screening” phase by 

identifying several potential target issues likely to be manipulated according to actual developments in the industry. 

Regarding the potential target issues, the biggest influences on the process result will be suitable for supportive 

R&D activities. Process R&D engineers can expressly define the impact level of the process. However, determining 

the difficulty levels of implementation is complicated. Thus, equipment R&D engineers will provide an assessment 

of substitution to seek potential alternatives and ensure that the R&D results will not be substituted within a short 

time period. Thereafter, they will assess the feasibility of the related core technology and find a theoretical solution. 

By clarifying interface integration issues and verification items, the feasibility and success of the entire process can 

be ascertained before looking for appropriate cooperation vendors to manufacture the products.  

R&D cooperation projects focus on the gaining of different dimensions of knowledge or resources [12]. As the 

selection of a cooperation vendor determines the success or failure of supportive R&D activities, focusing on three 

factors is necessary: financial status, manufacturing technology/capability, resource allocation/ capacity [13] [14] 

[15]. Cooperation vendors proceed with feasibility assessments, value assessments, risk assessments of the core 

technology, sub-technology, and manufacturing technology reversely, and calculate risks/benefits by the estimate of 

total resource input and market analysis. If the cooperation vendor thoroughly understands the project and 

determines to participate in the project, the semiconductor manufacturer asks the cooperation vendors to execute a 

non-disclosure agreement, and the “project assessment” phase is then completed [16] [17].  

After concluding the issues on supportive R&D activities, all work force and resource planning should be completed. 

Process R&D engineers determine target specifications expected from the process and modify partial details and 

draft a development schedule of major R&D activities. Equipment R&D engineers list target specifications of 

expected equipment functionality in contrast with target specifications of the expected process, finding the 

corresponding technical specifications, and seeking technological sources to complete the schedule planning of all 

supportive R&D activities. The cooperation vendor confirms the specification conversion and schedule of target 

specifications of expected equipment functionality and supportive R&D activity, and calculates the gap between 

them and clarifies respective responsibilities. Upon confirming, the cooperation vendor executes the joint 

development agreement with the semiconductor manufacturer to complete the “project decision” phase. 

 

3.2.Project implementation (Phase II) 
“Technology development” is a chief concern during the project implementation phase. Therefore, process R&D 

engineers apply experiment designs for the IC manufacturing of a project, identifying key factors that influence the 
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process, and conducting a sensitivity analysis on relevant parameters. The results are to be the basis and guideline 

for hardware technology development. In alignment with process requirements, equipment R&D engineers design 

hardware-related experiments to understand the system resolution of current hardware performances. In other words, 

engineers compare the target specifications of supportive R&D activities with existing hardware equipment 

specifications to clarify potential problems of technological differences, considering the feasibility assessment and 

experiment design to fill potential technological gaps. According to the specifications of the hardware window, they 

establish the technology development direction and ultimate target specifications. Concerning the professional target 

specifications, the cooperation vendor clarifies relevant manufacturing technology and determines corresponding 

materials, manufacturing methods, and so on. The semiconductor manufacturer then proceeds with the development 

and screening of critical parts according to the prior assessment report on the relationship between processes and 

components, by incorporating practical manufacturing requirements and the target of supportive R&D activities, and 

executes appropriate decisions, thus completing the “technology development” process. 

The “prototyping,” following the “technology development” procedure, stresses the overall requirement design, 

logic design, and system integration. The industry must first clarify the interface regarding process requirements, 

equipment specifications, and developed technology before confirming tolerable errors for each subsystem or 

interface. In the meantime, to address overall equipment design requirements, a part of the subsystem’s functionality 

is always compromised during the conversion into the entire equipment hardware specifications, to meet the 

requirements of major R&D activities. The product functionality of its supportive R&D activities is secondary, 

which is different from traditional R&D activities. Supportive R&D activities necessitate many raw materials, 

equipments, or process requirements differing from previous ones; the industry should match them with particular 

logic planning or software/programs to develop equipment functionality of each independent subsystem, and 

identify the optimal solution for equipment/hardware specifications. Lastly, the cooperation vendor executes system 

integration and manufacturing activities, and converts the aforementioned specifications into manufacturing 

specifications, reviews all part/component specifications and standard operation procedures, transforms the logics 

into system programs, and confirms the feasible target after system assembly. Equipment R&D engineers also 

monitor system construction, compare the differences between the design and actual implementation, and provide 

clarifications and recommendations on a timely basis to complete the prototype.  

The next step comprises a series of tests and certification. Testing is divided into three parts: basic function testing, 

basic process testing, and process verification. Basic function testing involves testing or verifying the 

equipment/hardware interface and the actual factory. Testing is first executed at the cooperation vendor’s site, 

including equipment function testing, reliability testing, factory safety testing, and specification simulation testing. 

Thereafter, testing is conducted at the semiconductor manufacturer’s site, including standard installation operating 

procedures, factory safety testing, linking master process equipment (e.g., CMP and PVD) function testing, factory 

automation linkage testing, and online basic commissioning tests. Basic process testing incorporates 

equipment-related experiments to verify basic process capability, in which a number of basic process 

parameters/specifications are used as targets. In the beginning, dummy wafers are used for system run-in operations, 

blank wafers for basic process experiments, and a large amount of wafers for marathon tests, to verify the accuracy 

and reliability of the system and the process on a long-term basis. After reaching basic process requirements in the 

wafer experiment, the equipment is transferred for engineers to process further pattern wafer tests.      

In a detailed process experiment on a pattern wafer similar to an actual product, except for process parameters of a 

single station, executing a number of receptivity experiments or process integration experiments is necessary to 

ensure linkage between electronic characteristics and front/back stations. The functions and specifications of a 

prototypical machine are also confirmed via a new process window and process specifications after a series of tests.  

 

3.3.Technology infusion (Phase III) 

Mass-production is considered the final target for R&D activities, but differences between requirements are 

significant between the considerations for mass-production and development technology. Cost and reliability are 

major concerns for mass-production technology, while development technology is function-oriented where, for 

instance, the aforementioned details of cost and reliability are omitted. Therefore, to complete the entire R&D 

activities, technology infusion is indispensable, but always neglected. 

When the R&D activity in a semiconductor manufactory reaches a conclusion, R&D engineers and fab engineers 

compare their respective technological requirements to identify technological gaps (e.g., raw material, equipment, 

supplemental equipment, methodology, or instrument), differences in capacity requirements (e.g., number of 

machines, number of supplemental equipment, or supply volume of raw materials), difference in cost structures (e.g., 

development cost, labor cost, raw material cost, or operation cost), also called, “clarification of mass-production 

technology”. The timing of mass-production, with high uncertainties, is generally closely related with R&D progress 

or market status. To meet the timing of actual mass-production requirements, the cooperation vendor and fab 
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engineers discuss the mass-production schedule after technological clarification, to devise the corresponding 

technology development and equipment schedule. Upon clarifying the differences and schedule in the 

mass-production requirements, engineers compare equipment-manufacturing technologies as the basis for 

production. The cooperation vendor must adjust production technology, machines, or critical parts from a 

manufacturing viewpoint for R&D engineers to achieve the required mass-production technology. The 

mass-production market scale, as well as technological development and equipment production cost structure, 

should be re-evaluated to address future equipment requirements and official operation.  

Upon conforming to the mass-production specifications, the equipment is introduced in the fab. Fab engineers now 

manage the new processes and equipment, compare against existing specifications, and define corresponding 

standard operation procedures, which can be the regulations when the system is activated, for relevant departments 

(such as the manufacturing department or facility department). R&D engineers record the entire R&D procedure and 

consider the requirements for mass-production technology. In the short-term, the accompanied technology 

consultation and continuous improvement project protect R&D results from damage due to improper transfers or 

technical defects.  

 

4.  A CASE 

In the initial stages of a 90 nanometer (90 nm) process development, the CeO2 slurry is first adopted in the STI CMP 

process. The slurry not only maintains a relatively stable removal rate of SiN, but also improves dishing and erosion 

on the wafer surface, and decreases the defects count, one of the key factors to achieving the 90 nm process 

development. However, the procedural advantage is still subject to inherent limitations. Compared to the traditional 

single-dose SiO2 slurry, the CeO2 slurry is extremely sensitive to the process; the flow control and piping design on 

corresponding process equipment are evidently different. Furthermore, the two-dose technique requires in-line 

mixing. The transfer distance of a single dose is limited to a few meters (the distance of a traditional slurry may be 

up to hundreds of meters), in which the abrasion has poor suspension, resulting in cloggy tubes, valves damage, and 

sensors malfunction. Therefore, the transfer and control problems must be perceived in advance when acquiring the 

process advantage of a slurry.  

By confirming the process parameters, such as SiN removal rate, dishing and erosion effects, defects count, flow 

rate, mixing ratio, and the correlation between time and temperature, identifying the core technologies as the flow 

control system, components interface, and in-line mixing technology becomes possible. The integration of these 

three technologies solves the transfer problem. These technologies will be discussed and developed in supportive 

R&D activities. 

In the flow experiment, three different control approaches are present: open loop control, close loop control, or dual 

mode hybrid control, employed to test the optimal flow control and slurry mixing ratio. The development of the 

control module is implemented via microprocessor, PLC, or PC. The three approaches have advantages and 

disadvantages. The PLC-based approach is recommended due to its stability and convenience, which is 

advantageous for short-term development.  

The CeO2 slurry delivery system can improve the system’s “hardware window” and “process window.” The x-axis 

in Figure 3 and 4 represents the mixing ratio of the two-dose CeO2 slurry controlled by the CeO2 slurry delivery 

system; the target value is 2.33, less amplification means higher stability and precision. The y-axis in Figure 3 

indicates the removal rate of SiN; the target value is 3500A, and less amplification is recommended. The y-axis in 

Figure 3 indicates the dishing effect; the target value is 460A, and less amplification is recommended. The larger 

area illustrated in Fig. 3 and 4 signify the mixing ratio controlled by the original slurry supply system, which has an 

amplification of 0.30 (2.20~2.50). Larger amplification leads to system instability. The amplification of the 

corresponding process parameter SiN removal rate is 700A (3100A~3800A), and the amplification of the dishing 

effect is 110A (380A~490A), which is larger, meaning a less stable process. The smaller area inside refers to the 

controllable area after introducing supportive R&D activities. The new system may limit the amplification of the 

two-dose CeO2 polish slurry mixing ratio at 0.04 (2.30~2.34), and the amplification of the corresponding process 

parameter SiN removal rate is 20A (450A~470A). Using the data, the controlled amplification of the CeO2 slurry 

mixing ratio has been decreased by 7.5 times; the SiN removal rate has been improved by up to 700 %, and the 

dishing effect has also been enhanced by 550 %. 
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Fig. 3.  Supportive R&D activities contribute better mixing ratio control and result in 85% improvement of RR 

variation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4.  Supportive R&D activities contribute better mixing ratio control and result in > 80% improvement of 

dishing variation. 

 

The achievement targets are difficult to achieve only because of process development; however, with supportive 

R&D activities, the problems on major R&D activities can be solved within a given time period, resulting in 

unexpected efficiency. A broader and stabler operation range will be possible for future mass-production lines, 

expected to decrease failure rate, down time, the frequency of periodic maintenance, while increasing up time. For 

IC manufacturing development, because of a stabler system, the reproducibility of the process experiment results is 

significantly enhanced. The reaction of raw materials on wafers can be flawless, and the process resolution and 

sensitivity can be validly controlled, allowing the original I.C. manufacturing and development to be more flexible, 

leading to a lower threshold and inimitable features [18].  

 

5.    CRITICAL FACTORS FOR SUCCESS 

In practice, three factors influence the success of supportive R&D activities: resource distribution, knowledge 

sharing, and risk management. As supportive R&D activities seemingly address problems encountered in major 

R&D activities, no excessive resources should be invested. Without proprietary resources, the industry may review 

potential resources available, analyze the underused resources or corresponding situations, and technically share and 

optimize the resources of major R&D activities. Moreover, because these activities are cross-organizational or 

cross-departmental activities, a strategic alliance selection critical successful factor can help firm find out 

complementary resource or capability (supportive R&D activities), and align firm’s major R&D activities [19]. 

Participants will be conducting unique work and manage their respective critical resources and expertise. Most of 

the required resources are derived from major R&D activities and cooperation vendors. When handling distribution 

and utilization of existing R&D resources, the industry should deliberately focus on different organizational cultures 

and identify the imposed limitations to the cooperation vendors to avoid external or internal conflicts, thereby fully 

using existing resources in supportive R&D activities without influencing the progress of major R&D activities. The 
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appropriateness of resource distribution will determine the success of a project.  

The core technology of supportive R&D activities is integrated knowledge. R&D activities help firms gain specialized 

knowledge of partners or competitors [20]. Internal R&D activities play a complement rule with external collaborations 

[21], such as inter-firm[22] or University-industry (UI) collaborations [23]. Through clear interface knowledge, 

technologies in various fields are linked together. Because participants possess different knowledge and backgrounds, 

understanding the research field or work details does not advance the partnership. Especially for cross-field work 

assignments, staff from each department should not merely focus on their professions; they should contribute their 

expertise on a timely basis to seek appropriate solutions. Creating a knowledge-sharing mechanism that clearly reflects the 

existing requirements and technologies, accurately assigning new technologies, creating patent technologies via effective 

integration, and establishing R&D synergy is critical for knowledge sharing [4]. 

Finally, for a semiconductor manufacturer, the value of supportive R&D activities will be questioned, and all the R&D 

results destroyed if major R&D activities disappear, which is the reason the industry should carefully assess and screen 

major R&D activities and supportive R&D activities at the initial stage. To avoid all-or-nothing thinking, a proper split of 

technology or project promotes participant willingness for cooperation, especially for partnership with multinational 

corporations. For the cooperation vendor, major R&D activities do not exist; the results derived from supportive R&D 

activities are desired achievements, and excessive risk deters participating cooperation vendors. Therefore, splitting the 

technology into several sub-technologies and expanding their benefits by identifying potential applications of each 

sub-technology is recommended to avoid risks. More advantages and protection to cooperative members involved in 

supportive R&D activities will result; in particular, any sub-technology is potentially developed into a product, reducing 

the risk of failure. In summation, risk management is an urgent and essential consideration for the entire R&D procedure. 
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